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Presentation Notes
The UDThesis Styles are designed to provide standard formatting for dissertations and theses according to the Office of Graduate and Professional Education's Thesis and Dissertation Manual, and the Undergraduate Research Program's Senior Thesis Handbook. Whether you are a student that will need to use the UDThesis styles or perhaps you are a staff member helping students use the UDThesis styles, this session is intended to provide an overview about the formatting your dissertation or thesis using the UDThesis styles.



• Professional document  
 

• Regulations determine the format 
 

• Tools and help 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what's involved ... You will be creating professional document that needs to be formatted according to some regulations.  You can follow these regulations and do the formatting on your own or you can use the tools and help provided for Microsoft Word or LaTeX to make it easier.



• Your document represents your research and 
the University of Delaware 
 

• Consistency in the formatting of your 
document makes it easier to read and more 
organized 
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Presentation Notes
Your professional document represents your research and the University of Delaware. If you are a graduate student, your professional document will be a dissertation, executive position paper or master's thesis. If you are an undergraduate student, your professional document will be a senior thesis.  Defined rules or regulations provides consistent formatting which makes your document easier to read and more organized.



• Your document must be formatted according 
to graduate and undergraduate regulations 
 

• IT has produced styles and examples 
following most of these regulations 
 

• Supplemental resources available for specific 
formatting issues 
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Presentation Notes
Your document must be formatted base on the rules defined by the Office of Graduate and Professional Education and the Undergraduate Research Program. You can certainly use any software you want to do this on your own, but IT has produced styles and examples for Microsoft Word on Windows and Mac, and LaTeX that follow most of these rules.For example the UDThesis styles provide the correct margins, page numbering (roman vs. arabic), line spacing, title and approval pages, numbered or unnumbered headings, table of contents, list of figures and tables and more.Supplemental resources provide special instructions to help with specific formatting issues such as landscape pages in Word or using contributed packages in LaTeX.



• Become familiar with the regulations 
 

• Read the instructions for UDThesis styles, 
particularly the setup for Microsoft Word or LaTeX 
 

• Direct questions about the regulations to the 
Undergraduate Research Program 

• Direct questions about using the UDThesis styles 
to IT Support Center 
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Presentation Notes
What can you do to make your life easier?Become familiar with the rules that determine how your document must be formatted. Instead of trying to do all the formatting yourself, use the UDThesis styles by reading and following the instructions specific for Microsoft Word or LaTeX.  It will help prevent disasters later on when you are sharing your document with your adviser.You may come across something in your document that needs to be formatted and is not defined by the rules or maybe you want someone to review your formatting.  If you are a graduate student, contact the Office of Graduate and Professional Education.  If you are an undergraduate student, contact the Undergraduate Research program. These offices will advise you about recommendations or approval regarding formatting of your document.Remember the UDThesis styles follow most of rules, but there may be a situation where it doesn't do what you expect, or perhaps there doesn't seem to be style to do what you want or maybe help with Word or LaTeX. Contact the IT Support Center and providing as much information about what you are trying to do, so we can best answer your question.



• Undergraduate Research Program:  
www.urp.udel.edu 
Senior Thesis > Current Thesis Students 
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Presentation Notes
Ok let's take a look at what's involved as a graduate student and an undergraduate student.As a graduate student, you are going to start with the Step-by-Step Graduation Guide provided by the Office of Graduate and Professional Education.As an undergraduate student, you are going to start with the Current Thesis Students information under Senior Thesis provided by the Undergraduate Research Program.Ok let's pretend we are a graduate student ...

http://www.urp.udel.edu/
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Presentation Notes
We start at the Undergraduate Research Program home page, and under Senior Thesis we find Current Thesis Students information page.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see a reference to the Senior Thesis Handbook.
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Presentation Notes
This is the handbook that defines the regulations or rules for undergraduate students producing a professional document such as an Honors Senior Thesis with Distinction or a Senior Thesis with Distinction.
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Presentation Notes
Looking back again at the Current Thesis Students page, there is also a section about writing, formatting and talking about your thesis, note the first bullet refers to Senior Thesis Styles for Microsoft Word and LaTeX.
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Presentation Notes
This brings us to the home page of the UDThesis Styles at www.udel.edu/udthesisOn this page you will find specific links for Microsoft Word or  LaTeX as a graduate or an undergraduate student.  We are following the path of a graduate student using Word, so we want to click on this link under Graduate Students, Microsoft Word (Windows or Mac).
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Presentation Notes
This takes us to the specific page for Word UDThesis Styles for a graduate student. On this page, there are specific base files and examples for a thesis, dissertation and executive position paper for headings that are unnumbered and numbered. But the first order of business is to download the Microsoft Word UDThesis guidelines.
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Presentation Notes
Remember it will make your life easier if you read these guidelines on how to use the Microsoft Word UDThesis Styles before you go off downloading the base files. These guidelines are written assuming you already know how to use Microsoft Word on Windows or a Mac.  They provide instructions on how to use the styles to produce a dissertation, executive position paper, master's or senior thesis with unnumbered or numbered headings.Ok now let's pretend we are an undergraduate student ...



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This takes us to the specific page for Word UDThesis Styles for a graduate student. On this page, there are specific base files and examples for a thesis, dissertation and executive position paper for headings that are unnumbered and numbered. But the first order of business is to download the Microsoft Word UDThesis guidelines.



http://www.udel.edu/udthesis 
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Presentation Notes
You can get more information directly from the UDThesis Styles home page at www.udel.edu/udthesis and also from resources on the IT Research Computing web page.

http://www.udel.edu/udthesis


 Web: http://www.udel.edu/help/ 

 Email: consult@udel.edu 

 Phone: (302) 831-6000 

 Text: (302) 722-6820 
 

http://www.udel.edu/help/
mailto:consult@udel.edu
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